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Current interest in cooperative control of groups of mobile autonomous agents has led to the rapid increase in the
application of graph theoretic ideas together with more familiar dynamical systems concepts to problems of analyzing and
synthesizing a variety of desired group behaviors such as maintaining a formation, swarming, rendezvousing, or reaching
a consensus. While this in-depth assault on group coordination using a combination of graph theory and system theory
is in its early stages, it is likely to significantly expand in the years to come. One line of research which “graphically”
illustrates the combined use of these concepts, is the recent theoretical work by a number of individuals [1], [2], [3],
[4], [5], [6] which successfully explains the heading synchronization phenomenon observed in simulation by Vicsek
[7], Reynolds [8] and others more than a decade ago. Vicsek and co-authors consider a simple discrete-time model
consisting ofn autonomous agents or particles all moving in the plane with the same speed but with different headings.
Each agent’s heading is updated using a local rule based on the average of its own heading plus the current headings
of its “neighbors.” Agenti’s neighborsat time t, are those agents which are either in or on a circle of pre-specified
radiusri centered at agenti’s current position. In their paper, Vicseket al. provide a variety of interesting simulation
results which demonstrate that the nearest neighbor rule they are studying can cause all agents to eventually move in
the same direction despite the absence of centralized coordination and despite the fact that each agent’s set of nearest
neighbors can change with time. A theoretical explanation for this observed behavior has recently been given in [1]. The
explanation exploits ideas from graph theory [9] and from the theory of non-homogeneous Markov chains [10], [11],
[12]. With the benefit of hindsight it is now reasonably clear that it is more the graph theory than the Markov chains
which will prove key as this line of research advances. An illustration of this is the recent extension of the findings of
[1] which explain the behavior of Reynolds’ full nonlinear “boid” system [6].

In the past few years many important papers have appeared [2], [3], [4], [5], [13] which expand the results obtained
in [1] and extend the Vicsek model in many directions. For example, in a recent paper [5] a modified version of the
Vicsek problem is considered in which integer valued delays occur in sensing the values of headings which are available
to agents. The aim of this paper is to consider the same problem, but more from a graph theoretic point of view. This
enables us to relax the conditions stated in [5] under which consensus is achieved. We will compare results at the end
of this summary.

In the sequel we suppose that at each timet ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . .}, the value of neighboring agentj’s headings which agent
i senses isθj(t − dij(t)) wheredij(t) is a delay whose value att is some integer between0 andmi − 1; heremi is
a pre-specified positive integer. While well established principles of feedback control would suggest that delays should
be dealt with using dynamic compensation, as in [5] we will consider the situation in which the delayed value of agent
j’s heading sensed by agenti at timet is the value which will be used in the heading update law for agenti. LetNi(t)
andni(t) denote the set of labels and the number of agenti’s neighbors at timet respectively. Thus

θi(t + 1) =
1

ni(t)


 ∑

j∈Ni(t)

θj(t− dij(t))


 (1)

wheredij(t) ∈ {0, 1, . . . , (mj − 1)} if j 6= i anddij(t) = 0 if i = j.
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It is possible to represent this agent system using a state space model similar to the models used in [1], [2], [3].
Towards this end we will use graphs to capture the structure of (1). At each time, a directed graph will be used where
each vertex corresponds to one entry of the state vector needed when writing (1) as a linear state-variable system. This
means that depending on the maximum delay with which an agent’s heading appears in (1), a number of vertices may
be associated with that agent. The set of verticesVi associated with agenti will be denoted byVi = {vi1 . . . , vimi

},
and the vertex set of the graph will be denoted byV̄ = V1 ∪ V2 ∪ · · · ∪ Vn. An incoming arc to vertexvi1 from vertex
vjl appears just when the state vector entry corresponding to agenti at time t + 1 depends in part on the state variable
entry corresponding toj’s heading at timet− l +1. Since both neighbor relationships and delays in measurements may
change over time, we have to considerall the graphs that may arise during the evolution of (1). LetD̄ denote the set of
all directed graphs with vertex set̄V. Let Q̄ be an index set parameterizinḡD, i.e., D̄ = {Gq : q ∈ Q̄}. We sometimes
write i for vi1, i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}, andV for the subset of vertices{v11, v21, . . . , vn1}.

To represent the fact that each agent can use its own current heading in its update formula (1) and to capture more
precisely the delay structure, we will utilize a subset of the setD̄ comprising those graphs with three properties: (i)
there is a self-arcs at each vertex inV; (ii) for each i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}, there is an arc from each vertexvij ∈ Vi except
the last, to its successorvi(j+1) ∈ Vi; and (iii) for eachi ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}, each vertexvij with j > 1 has in-degree of
exactly1. In the sequel we writeD for the subset of all such graphs, and use the symbolQ to denote that subset of̄Q
for which D = {Gq : q ∈ Q}. Note that each vertex of each graph inD has positive in-degree.

In addition toGq ∈ D, we will make use of another graph called the “quotient” ofGq where by thequotient graph
of any graphG ∈ D̄, we mean that directed graph with vertex setV whose arc set consists of those arcs(i, j) for which
G has an arc from some vertex inVi to some vertex inVj . Note that the quotient ofGq models which headings are
being used by each agent in updates at timet without describing the specific delayed headings actually being used.

The set of agent heading update rules defined by (1) can now be written in state form. Towards this end defineθ(t)
to be that(m1 + m2 + · · ·+ mi) vector whose firstm1 elements areθ1(t) to θ1(t + 1−m1), whose nextm2 elements
areθ2(t) to θ2(t + 1−m2) and so on. Order the vertices ofV̄ asv11, . . . , v1m1 , v21, . . . , v2m2 , . . . , vn1, . . . , vnmn and
with respect to this ordering define

Fq = D−1
q A′q, q ∈ Q (2)

whereA′q is the transpose of the adjacency matrix ofGq ∈ D andDq the diagonal matrix whoseijth diagonal element
is the in-degree of vertexvij within the graph. Then

θ(t + 1) = Fσ(t)θ(t), t ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . .} (3)

whereσ : {0, 1, . . .} → Q is a switching signal whose value at timet is the index of the graph representing which
headings the agents use at timet to update their own headings according to (1). Our goal is to characterize switching
signals for which all entries ofθ(t) converge to a common steady state value.

There are a number of differences between the situation under consideration here and the delay-free situation considered
in [1], [2], [3]. For example, here we use directed graphs to represent neighbor relations whereas in [1] undirected graphs
are used. Here we will “combine graphs” using the notion of “graph composition” rather than the notion of “graph union”
used in [1], [2], [3]. By thecompositionof graphGq1 ∈ D̄ with Gq2 ∈ D̄, written Gq2 ◦ Gq1 , is meant the directed
graph with vertex set̄V and arc set defined in such a way so that(u, v) is an arc of the composition just in case there is
a vertexw such that(u,w) is an arc ofGq1 and (w, v) is an arc ofGq2 . Simple examples show that the set of graphs
used to model the system under consideration, namelyD, is not closed under composition except in the special case
when all of the delays are at most1; i.e., when all of themi ≤ 2. In order to characterize the smallest subset ofD̄
containingD which is closed under composition and to state our main result, we will need several new concepts.

A vertexv of a directed graphG is called aroot if for each other vertex in the graph, there is a path fromv to u. We
say thatG is rooted if it has least one root. A rooted graphG is a hierarchical graphwith hierarchy{u1, u2, . . . , uk}
if it is possible to re-label its vertices asu1, u2, . . . uk in such a way so thatu1 is a root ofG with a self-arc and for
i > 1, ui has a neighboruj “lower” in the hierarchy where bylower we meanj < i. Thus, a hierarchical graph is
similar to atopological sort[14] except that the root of a hierarchical graph must have a self-arc, whereas the root of
a topological sort cannot. A graphG ∈ D̄ is said to be adelay graphif for each i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}, (i) every neighbor
of Vi (i.e., every vertex with an outgoing arc terminating at a vertex ofVi) which is not inVi is a neighbor ofvi1 and
(ii) the subgraph ofG induced byVi has{vi1 . . . , vimi} as a hierarchy. The following is an example of a delay graph
and its quotient graph; note that the delay graph in question is not in the setD, but only the setD̄.
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Example: A delay graph (left) and its quotient graph (right)

It is easy to see that every graph inD is a delay graph. What’s more, the set of all delay graphs can be shown to be
closed under composition.

Let us agree to say that a finite sequence of graphsGq1 ,Gq2 , . . . ,Gqk
in D is jointly quotient rootedif the quotient of

the compositionGqk
◦Gq(k−1)◦· · ·◦Gq1 is rooted. We say that an infinite sequence of graphsGq1 ,Gq2 , . . . , in D is repeat-

edly jointly quotient rootedif there is a positive integerm for which each finite sequenceGqm(k−1)+1 , . . . ,Gqmk
, k ≥ 1

is jointly quotient rooted. Our main result on leaderless coordination with measurement delays is as follows.

Theorem 1:Let θ(0) be fixed and with respect to (3), letσ : [0, 1, 2, . . .) → Q̄ be a switching signal for which the
infinite sequence of graphsGσ(0),Gσ(1), . . . in D is repeatedly jointly quotient rooted. Then there is a constant steady
state headingθss, depending only onθ(0) andσ, for which

lim
t→∞

θ(t) = θss1 (4)

where the limit is approached exponentially fast.

It is possible to compare the hypotheses of Theorem 1 with the corresponding hypotheses for exponential convergence
stated in [5], namely assumptions 2 and 3. To do this, let us agree to say that theunion of a set of directed graphs
Gr1 ,Gr2 , . . . ,Grk

with vertex setV is that graph with vertex setV and arc set consisting of the union of the arcs of
all of the graphsGr1 ,Gr2 , . . . ,Grk

. Let q(G) denote the quotient ofG ∈ D̄. Taken together, assumptions 2 and 3 of
[5] are more or less equivalent to assuming that there are finite positive integersm ands such that the graph

G(k) ∆= q(Gσ(km+m)) ∪ q(Gσ(km+m−1)) ∪ · · · ∪ q(Gσ(km+1))

is strongly connected and independent ofk for k ≥ s. By way of comparison, the hypothesis of Theorem 1 is equivalent
to assuming that there is finite positive integerm such that

Ḡ(k) ∆= q(Gσ(km+m) ◦Gσ(km+m−1) ◦ · · · ◦Gσ(km+1))

is rooted fork ≥ 0. The latter assumption is weaker than the former for several reasons. First, the arc set ofG(k) is
always a subset of the arc set ofḠ(k) and in some cases the containment may be strict. Second,Ḡ(k) is not assumed
to be independent ofk, even fork sufficiently large, whereasG(k) is. Third, eachG(k) is assumed to be strongly
connected whereas each̄G(k) need only be rooted; note that a strongly connected graph is a special type of rooted
graph in which every vertex is a root.

Perhaps most important about Theorem 1 and the development which justifies it, is that the underlying structural
properties of the graphs involved required for consensus are explicitly determined. These properties and a proof of
Theorem 1 will appear elsewhere at a later date.

A related topic that will be studied in the future is the effect on convergence of rate of changes in delays. This is not
an issue in our current setting since all agents are assumed to update their headings synchronously on the set of integer
valued time instances. However, if all agents update their headings asynchronously or if a continuous-time model is
adopted, then an extremely high rate of change in delays may lead to divergence.
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